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Based on molecular grand canonical ensemble density functional theory, we present a theoretical
description of how reaction barriers and enthalpies change as atoms in the system are subjected to
alchemical transformations, from one element into another. The change in the energy barrier for the
umbrella inversion of ammonia is calculated along an alchemical path in which the molecule is
transformed into water, and the change in the enthalpy of protonation for methane is calculated as
the molecule is transformed into a neon atom via ammonia, water, and hydrogen fluoride.
Alchemical derivatives are calculated analytically from the electrostatic potential in the unperturbed
system, and compared to numerical derivatives calculated with finite difference interpolation of the
pseudopotentials for the atoms being transformed. Good agreement is found between the analytical
and numerical derivatives. Alchemical derivatives are also shown to be predictive for integer
changes in atomic numbers for oxygen binding to a 79 atom palladium nanoparticle, illustrating
their potential use in gradient-based optimization algorithms for the rational design of catalysts.
© 2010 American Institute of Physics. 关doi:10.1063/1.3474502兴
I. INTRODUCTION

Chemical compound space 共CCS兲 can be defined as the
set of all combinations of chemical elements in all geometric
isomers. Combinatorial exploration of CCS has been used to
produce large virtual chemical databases,1,2 which would
then need to be searched to find the compound with the
property of interest.3–5 More efficient approaches to search
CCS include simulated annealing,6 genetic algorithms,7 cluster expansions that can be combined with density functional
theory,8 optimizations based on alchemical gradients,9–12 or
various optimization methods in the coefficient space of linear combinations of atomic potentials.13–18
The energetics of chemical reactions that involve geometrical changes are relevant for many important phenomena. In this study, we address the effect of varying stoichiometry on properties which are explicitly geometry
dependent, such as activation barriers or reaction enthalpies.
First, we have studied the effect of alchemical transformation for simple molecular model systems, for which we
can easily assess accuracy and demonstrate numerical feasibility. In particular, we choose a subset of CCS including
only stable compounds containing ten protons and electrons,
such as CH4, where a central atom is saturated with hydrogens. Table I shows the alchemical paths and properties
which have been investigated. Reaction protonation enthalpies along the four continuous transformations, CH4 → NH3
→ H2O → HF→ Ne, have been computed, as well as the activation energy for the umbrella flipping of ammonia as it is
continuously transformed into a water molecule. Analytical
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alchemical derivatives along each stoichiometrical transformation were calculated and compared to their finite difference analog.
Second, we examine alchemical derivatives for the binding energy of oxygen to a nanoparticle. It was proposed by
Nørskov and co-workers19 that the binding energy of oxygen
to a metal surface can be used to predict its catalytic activity
for the oxygen reduction reaction. This reaction is important
because it limits the kinetics in fuel cell cathodes. We show
how alchemical derivatives can be used to navigate the CCS
of nanoparticles to tune the oxygen binding energy.
In these examples, we demonstrate how analytic alchemical derivatives, which can be evaluated from single
point energy calculations, are consistent with finite difference derivatives calculated from interpolation of the pseudopotentials. We also show how well the analytic derivatives
predict changes in binding energies and barriers over integer
changes in atomic numbers. This is particularly important for
the use of alchemical derivatives in gradient-based optimization of material properties.
II. THEORY
A. Taylor expansion in chemical space

Free energy differences can be evaluated between any
two distinct thermodynamic states through thermodynamic
integration,20,21 and variants of it, such as free energy perturbation methods.22 Typically, an order parameter, , is used to
drive the system from one state to the other. Integration over
the statistical mechanical ensemble averages of the force
over  yields the free energy difference between the two
states. In the same way, we use  here to express a compound’s potential energy as a Taylor expansion in CCS
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TABLE I. Investigated properties, reaction enthalpies ⌬H and energy barriers Eact, and chemical species connected by alchemical paths via the order
parameter  共0 ⱕ  ⱕ 1兲.
=0

=1

Property

CH4
NH3
H 2O
HF

NH3
H 2O
HF
Ne

⌬H
⌬H, Eact
⌬H
⌬H

 E =

around a reference compound, where  = 0 and the energy is
E0. The energy of any other compound, for which  = 1, is
approximated as
E共 = 1兲 = E0 + E0⌬ + 21 2 E0⌬2 + HOT,

共1兲

where ⌬ = 1, E denotes the derivative of E with respect to
, and HOT is the higher order term.
Within density functional theory 共DFT兲,23 a compound is
defined by its proton density distribution, Z共r兲, and the number of electrons Ne which—after the self-consistent field
cycle—yield the ground state electron density, . These
quantities constitute the extensive particle variables within
molecular grand canonical DFT.10 Since we explicitly focus
on compounds with different geometries it is now convenient
to include the positions of the nuclei 兵RI其 in the set of extensive variables, assuming the conventional classical point
charge distribution of atomic numbers, Z共r兲 = 兺INI␦共RI − r兲,
where NI is the atomic number of atom I.
Consequently, the first order term from Eq. 共1兲 is

 E =
=

冕
冕

dr␦Z共r兲EZ共r兲 + 兺 RIE · RI + NeENe
I

drn共r兲Z共r兲 − 兺 FI · RI + eNe .

ometry of the molecule along  so that E共兲 is minimal with
respect to geometrical variation, and the term containing F
vanishes. Furthermore, we restrict ourselves to alchemical
transformations with a constant Ne equal to eight valence
electrons 共isoelectronic兲. For such paths Eq. 共2兲 reduces to

共2兲

I

The nuclear chemical potential, ␦Z共r兲E = n共r兲, is the derivative of the energy with respect to variation in the nuclear
charge distribution. At the position of atom I, n共RI兲 is the
derivative of the energy with respect to the nuclear charge
Z共RI兲. It is therefore called the “alchemical potential.” The
ionic forces, 兵FI其, are the negative gradients of the energy
with respect to atomic position. The electronic chemical potential e is the derivative of the energy with respect to a
change in Ne, i.e., the molecular eigenvalue of the highest
occupied molecular Kohn–Sham orbital.24,25
Analogously, the second order term from Eq. 共1兲 can be
obtained, and contains all the pure and mixed second order
derivatives such as the alchemical hardness ␦Z共r兲␦Z共r⬘兲E
= ␦Z共r⬘兲n共r兲 = n共r , r⬘兲, the electronic hardness, NeNeE
= Nee = e, the Hessian matrix, RIRJE = RJFI = IJ, the
“force Fukui” function ␦Z共r兲RIE = −␦Z共r兲FI = RIn共r兲
= f f共RI , r兲, the molecular Fukui function Ne␦Z共r兲E
= Nen共r兲 = ␦Z共r兲e = f m共r兲, and the nuclear Fukui function
NeRIE = −NeFI = RIe = f n共RI兲.
The 共arbitrary兲 path along  can be chosen to simplify
the number of terms in Eq. 共2兲. For the small molecules in
the first part of this study, we have chosen to relax the ge-

冕

drn共r兲Z共r兲.

共3兲

The alchemical derivative of Eq. 共3兲 describes the change in
energy along the path  as the integral over the change in
proton density, Z共r兲, times the nuclear chemical potential,
n共r兲.
B. Alchemical derivatives

The nuclear chemical potential, n共r兲, was derived in
Ref. 10 as an electrostatic potential,

冕

n共r兲 =

dr⬘

Z共r⬘兲erf共兩r − r⬘兩兲 − 共r⬘兲
,
兩r − r⬘兩

共4兲

modified with an error function to switch off intranuclear
interactions. This switching function is required for any r for
which Z共r兲 ⬎ 0, i.e., at an atomic center RI. At this point,
proton density would be added to an existing nucleus, diverging the electrostatic interaction. In principle, choosing a
small value of  will eliminate such divergences from the
integral. In practice, the nuclear charge at RI is simply excluded from the evaluation of n共RI兲.
Changing the proton density at the nuclei is of particular
interest because this changes an atom from one element to
another. The corresponding molecular nuclear alchemical derivative can be defined as the sum over the product of alchemical potentials with changes in atomic number,

E = 兺 n共RI兲NI .

共5兲

I

The focus of this work is to calculate the alchemical derivative of an energy difference, ⌬E = Eb − Ea, between two molecular geometries 兵RIa其 and 兵RIb其. This can be written in
terms of a difference in the nuclear chemical potential,

⌬E =

冕

dr⌬n共r兲Z共r兲,

共6兲

where ⌬n共r兲 = bn共r兲 − an共r兲. In the special case that all nuclei have the same position in molecules a and b, so 兵RIa其
= 兵RIb其 = 兵RI其, the alchemical potential difference reduces according to Eq. 共4兲 to
⌬n共RI兲 = bn共RI兲 − an共RI兲 = −

冕

dr

b共r兲 − a共r兲
,
兩RI − r兩

共7兲

where a共r兲 and b共r兲 are the electronic charge densities in
molecules a and b, respectively.
C. Varying molecular geometries

Here we are interested in energy differences between
molecules with different geometries, where 兵RIa其 ⫽ 兵RIb其.
When the position of nucleus I changes, the alchemical potential difference can no longer be defined at the position of
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a

action energies are calculated with DFT. The three terms in
Eq. 共11兲 are calculated separately as illustrated in Fig. 1共b兲.
H+
Even though the atoms are fixed in space, mol
n 共r兲 and n 共r兲
are calculated in the difference spaces b⬘ and b⬙; they do not
share the same coordinate, r. To calculate an alchemical
change in the energy one must decide in which space the
+
+
change occurs, rmol or rH . If the change is in rmol then H
n
vanishes in Eq. 共12兲.

RbI

a

RI
b

RaI

RbI

E. Alchemical derivatives via finite difference
FIG. 1. 共a兲 Activation energies are calculated as the energy difference between two geometries; the corresponding alchemical derivative at atom I is
defined in Eq. 共9兲. 共b兲 In a dissociation reaction where atom I is only present
in the reactant and product space a and b⬘, respectively, space b⬙ does not
contribute to the alchemical derivative ⌬n,I.

the nucleus as ⌬n共RI兲. Instead, we use the index of the
nucleus, I, to identify the alchemical potential difference,
⌬n,I = bn共RIb兲 − an共RIa兲,

共8兲

and the derivative of the energy difference along  is

⌬E = 兺 ⌬n,INI .

共9兲

I

D. Activation and protonation energies

Two examples of reaction energetics involving molecules of different geometries are illustrated schematically in
Fig. 1, an activation energy 共a兲 and a protonation energy 共b兲.
The activation energy is the energy difference between two
geometries, the initial state 兵RIinit其, and the transition state
兵RIts其, Eact = Ets − Einit. Its derivative along the path  is
act
Eact = 兺 n,I
 N I ,

共10兲

I

act
init
where n,I
= tsn 共RIts兲 − init
n 共RI 兲.
rxn
The reaction energy E and its alchemical potential at
rxn
atom I, n,I
, are defined in analogy, substituting the final
state for the transition state. In this work, we chose the protonation of a molecule as the reaction energy to be calculated,
+

+

共11兲

Eprot = Emol+H − Emol − EH .

This is illustrated in Fig. 1共b兲 where a is the protonated molecule and b contains both the isolated molecule 共b⬘兲 and
proton 共b⬙兲. When the molecular geometry is relaxed, the
alchemical derivatives at the atoms can be calculated using
Eq. 共8兲 and the derivative of Eprot along  using Eq. 共9兲. If
the geometry of the molecule is held fixed, the alchemical
potential is defined everywhere in space
+

+

H
prot
prot
= mol+H
共r兲 − mol
n 共r兲 = ␦Z共r兲E
n
n 共r兲 − n 共r兲.

共12兲
Note that this expression describes the energy of adding proton density anywhere in space, not just at existing atoms.
There is, however, a subtlety in Eq. 共12兲 related to how re-

Equation 共5兲 can be written as a finite difference derivative,
⌬E ⌬NI
⌬E
.
=兺
⌬
I ⌬NI ⌬

共13兲

Note here that ⌬E is a change in energy with respect to  and
not a change with respect to geometry, as in Eq. 共6兲. In
standard electronic structure calculations the atomic numbers
NI are integers. The alchemical potential, ⌬E / ⌬NI, could be
evaluated with integer NI, but we are interested in using a
smaller 共noninteger兲 finite difference step size in order to
numerically verify the analytic derivative from Eq. 共4兲. To
this end we choose to represent an atom with a fractional
atomic number by a pseudopotential that is linearly interpolated between the atoms of nearest integer atomic numbers.
For example, an atom which is fractionally higher by an
amount f than the atomic species with integer atomic number
N, the pseudopotential is interpolated as
PP
PP
= 共1 − f兲VNPP + fVN+1
.
VN+f

共14兲

With interpolated pseudopotentials we can calculate both E
and n,I at any noninteger value of NI and thus the finite
difference derivatives for any value of  along an alchemical
transition. Energies were calculated along paths,  苸 关0 , 1兴,
in increments of 0.1. Finite difference alchemical derivatives
were taken at these points using central difference with a step
size of ⌬ = 0.005.
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

DFT23,26 calculations were performed using the generalized gradient approximated exchange-correlation potential
Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof 共PBE兲,27 as implemented in Vienna ab initio simulation package, VASP.28,29 Core electrons
were represented using the projector augmented wave
method;30,31 valence electrons with a plane wave basis set up
to an energy cutoff of 400 eV. A cubic cell of dimension
10 Å was used for molecules and 20 Å for nanoparticles.
Geometry relaxation was continued until the force dropped
below 0.01 eV/Å for each atom. In VASP charged cells are
neutralized with a uniform background countercharge.
Analytical alchemical potentials were evaluated from
Eq. 共4兲 on a uniform grid with 20–30 points/Å using the
electrostatic potential output. To reduce finite grid-based errors when taking differences such as in Eq. 共8兲 the position
of the atoms RIa and RIb were translated to the same position
on the grid.

(a)

(b)

H

E act

0.2
energy (eV)

N
H

H
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N

H
N

0.1
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H
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0.0
0.0

0.5
1.0 0.0
reaction coordinate

0.5
λ

1.0

FIG. 2. 共a兲 The minimum energy path for the umbrella inversion of NH3
passes through a planar transition state. This path is shown for several values of , where NH3共 = 0兲 is alchemically transformed to H2O共 = 1兲. 共b兲
Eact for the inversion process as a function of . The structures of the
transition states are shown for select values of .

A calculation of E requires a path of alchemical transformation NI共兲 connecting the initial and final atomic numbers NIa and NIb. We have chosen paths in which the NI vary
linearly in ,
NI共兲 = 共1 − 兲NIa + NIb .

共15兲

This choice is convenient because the derivative is a constant
along the path,

NI共兲 = NI = NIb − NIa ,

1.3

λ = 0.0
λ = 0.3
λ = 0.5
λ = 0.7
λ = 1.0

共16兲

and depends only on the end points.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two test cases are used to verify that the analytic alchemical derivatives are consistent with numerical finite difference derivatives of the pseudopotentials. First, the umbrella flipping of ammonia is used to test the change in
activation energies. Second, the protonation of small molecules is used to test derivatives in reaction enthalpies for
both frozen and relaxed geometries. In both cases, there is
good agreement between the analytical and numerical alchemical derivatives. Finally, we present a more interesting
example of oxygen binding to a palladium nanoparticle. We
test the predictive power of the alchemical derivatives for
integer changes in the atomic number of the metal atoms in
the nanoparticle, and show how the derivatives can be used
to control the binding energy of oxygen through particle
composition.
A. Activation energies

The energy barrier is a geometry dependent property
where the configurations of the transition and initial states
differ and as such explicitly requires the nuclei mapping described in Eq. 共8兲 to calculate the alchemical potential. We
have calculated the barrier for the umbrella flipping of ammonia. NH3 has two degenerate energy minima, a pyramidal
structure with C3v symmetry and its mirror plane conformer.
Figure 2共a兲 shows a nudged elastic band32,33 calculation of
the flipping barrier with a planar transition state and an activation energy of 0.21 eV.
We are interested in how the flipping barrier changes as
we alchemically transform NH3 into a different

init
ts

λ=0.7
O
λ=0.5

1.2
bond length (Å)

084104-4

λ=1.0

λ=0.3
N

λ=0.0

1.1

λ=0.7

N
1.0

0.0

0.2

λ=0.5

λ=0.3

λ=0.0
0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

λ

FIG. 3. The bond distance between the central atom and the hydrogen being
annihilated increases along  for both the relaxed initial structure 兵RIinit其 and
the relaxed transition state 兵RIts其 for the umbrella flipping process.

molecule—H2O in this example. Water was chosen in part
because it is a neighbor to ammonia in the alchemical space
of molecules with unit changes in atomic numbers, and also
because the flipping process for H2O becomes a rotation with
no energy barrier. This provides a convenient test case for the
calculation of activation energies and the corresponding derivatives along an alchemical transformation where in the
limit of  → 1, Eact is known a priori to be zero.
The alchemical transformation is defined by  going
from 0 to 1 as NH3 is mutated to H2O. We have chosen the
transformation to correspond to the simultaneous addition of
a proton to the central atom and the annihilation of a H
nucleus, linearly, as defined in Eq. 共15兲. Figure 2共b兲 shows
how the activation energy for the inversion barrier of NH3
first decreases only slightly, then decays more rapidly, and
finally vanishes as the molecule is transformed into H2O.
The usefulness of alchemical first order derivatives for
compound design can be measured by how well they can
extrapolate to integer changes in NI, corresponding to elements which exist in nature. For the alchemical transformation between NH3 and H2O, the 兵NI其 change linearly in 
关Eq. 共15兲兴, but the property, Eact has significant curvature
along . In Fig. 2共b兲, one can see how the linear extrapolation based on the derivative of Eact with respect to  at H2O
would yield a reasonable prediction for the barrier of NH3,
whereas the derivative at NH3 would significantly overestimate the flipping barrier at H2O. Current efforts aim to determine alchemical paths that have first order derivatives that
are more amenable to extrapolations to new compounds.12
In previous work, relaxation of the force 兵FI其 for points
along  was only done for one structure because of the constraint, 兵RIa其 = 兵RIb其.34 Using Eq. 共8兲, this constraint is lifted,
and the structures are relaxed independently. The most
prominent geometry change of both the transition and initial
states as ammonia is converted to water along  is the bondlength between the central atom and the hydrogen being annihilated. Figure 3 shows that the bond-length increases at
the same rate for both the optimized initial and converged
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C

N

O

F

Ne

CH4 + H+

NH3 + H+

H2O + H+

HF + H+

Ne + H+

FIG. 4. Isosurfaces of the alchemical potential prot
n 共r兲 = 7 eV from Eq. 共12兲
are shown for the protonated methane series using geometries fixed to NH+4 .

transition states. As the bond lengthens, the interaction between the fractional proton and the rest of the molecule decreases until it vanishes at  = 1.
B. Protonation energies

The second geometry dependent property we discuss is
the protonation energy for a set of isoelectronic molecules,
CH4, NH3, H2O, HF, and Ne. In the case of CH4, for example, the protonation energy defined in Eq. 共11兲 is Eprot
+
+
= ECH4+H − ECH4 − EH . The choice of this property is motivated by the fact that it can be conveniently evaluated both
for frozen and relaxed geometries, allowing to measure the
effect of geometry relaxation when calculating alchemical
derivatives.
1. Fixed geometries

In the case of fixed geometries we chose the relaxed
NH+4 structure as the common structure for all of the molecules. For different molecules, such as H2O, the central
atom, O, was located at the N position and the two hydrogen
atoms were in two of the four equivalent H positions. In the
case of CH+5 an extra hydrogen atom was relaxed in the fixed
NH+4 structure, and then kept fixed for its alchemical transformation.
With fixed geometries the alchemical potential for protonation is defined over all space according to Eq. 共12兲. This
is a useful function because it shows where a new atom
should be added to change a desired property—in this case
the protonation energy. Figure 4 shows isosurfaces of the
alchemical potential prot
n 共r兲 for all the five compounds. Inside each of these surfaces, the change in energy is over
7 eV/proton for the molecule shown as compared to the
deprotonated molecule without the uppermost proton. We
note some features of the alchemical potential. First, the potential is very high around the uppermost proton because this
is the proton which was added to calculate the protonation
energy. Adding further proton density near this same location
gives rise to the high electrostatic potential. Second, as one
would expect from the Coulomb-explosion of water, the alchemical potential is always positive, indicating that at no
point in space does the alchemical addition of an extra proton to the system favor the protonation energy—the energy
of protonation increases as protons are added.
The alchemical change we have considered is an increase in the nuclear number of the central atom. At the same
time, the proton in a bonded H atom is eliminated so the total
number of protons is constant over the sequence of alchemi-

FIG. 5. Left to right is the protonation energy as CH4 is alchemically transformed into Ne. The structures shown as insets are the protonated end points
whose pseudopotentials have been interpolated when following alchemical
paths. For each alchemical path the number of protons on the central nucleus
is increased by one and a hydrogen nucleus is concurrently annihilated. The
solid symbols represent configurations fixed to the optimal NH+4 geometry
and the empty symbols are relaxed. A consequence of using fixed structures
is that all hydrogens are symmetrically equivalent for the CH+5 geometry;
two separate paths emerge by selecting which hydrogen is to be annihilated.

cal transformations, CH4 → NH3, NH3 → H2O, H2O → HF,
and HF→ Ne. The alchemical potential of protonation is
positive for each of these molecules, but the alchemical derivative along these paths also includes the proton annihilation. The change in protonation energy along these paths is
the difference in alchemical potentials at the central atom
and at the proton being removed. Figure 5 shows how the
protonation energies change along the alchemical transformations, and how the difference in energy between the unfavorable addition of a proton at the center nucleus and the
favorable H annihilation can lead to a lower overall energy.
Fractional nuclei are treated using the numerical interpolations described in Sec. II E so that energies can be calculated
along the alchemical mutation.
2. Relaxed geometries

The effect of molecular relaxation is shown in Fig. 5 to
be particularly significant for the first transformation between CH4 and NH3. There are two possible alchemical
transformations between these molecules in a fixed-geometry
case because the protonated CH+5 molecule has symmetrically nonequivalent protons, those which are neighboring the
protonating H+ and those which are not. The two different
alchemical paths correspond to which type of proton is being
annihilated. Upon relaxation, the asymmetry is removed as
the molecules move to a single minimum energy structure.
As one would expect, the difference between the fixedgeometry and relaxed-geometry paths are most significant
for molecules which are highly strained, such as the NH+4 end
point of the first transition. In the subsequent transitions, the
fixed and relaxed geometries are much closer. As in the case
of ammonia inversion, there is a significant curvature in the
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FIG. 7. The alchemical potential n,I
, calculated from Eqs. 共8兲 and 共17兲, for
the binding of O to a 79 atom Pd nanoparticle. Colors represent the value of
the alchemical potential on each atom. To weaken oxygen binding atoms
colored in red should be changed to the nobler Ag and atoms colored in blue
should be changed to Rh. The opposite transformations should be made to
strengthen the oxygen bond.

10

FIG. 6. Correlation of the analytical 关Eq. 共9兲兴 and numerical 关Eq. 共13兲兴
alchemical derivatives ⌬n,HNH and ⌬n,cNc, for all paths and all values of . The inset shows a similar correlation for the sum of these atomic
components, which give derivatives of the binding and activation energies
along the alchemical paths in Table I.

alchemical paths which reduces the predictive quality of the
alchemical derivatives for integer changes in NI.

C. Alchemical potentials

To separate and validate the derivatives in Eq. 共2兲 we
focus only on the alchemical term, E = 兰drn共r兲Z共r兲, as
specified in Eq. 共3兲. This is accomplished by choosing a system where Ne is constant, i.e., Ne = 0. The second term in
Eq. 共2兲 is also zeroed by relaxing the ions along the path so
兵FI其 = 0. We have a particular interest in validating the analytical calculation of ⌬n,I from Eq. 共8兲 because it is from
this calculation that ⌬E depends.
In the previous two sections, every transforming path
involves the alchemical mutation of two atoms, the simultaneous annihilation of a proton in a hydrogen atom and the
increase of the atomic number of a central atom to which it is
bound. As such, Eq. 共9兲 is only nonzero for changes at the
central atom and the annihilated hydrogen and reduces to
E = ⌬n,HNH + ⌬n,cNc, where H and c indicate the hydrogen and central atom, respectively. For our linear transformations, Nc = −NH = 1.
In Fig. 6 the accuracy of the individual terms ⌬n,HNH
and ⌬n,cNc are compared separately to finite difference
derivatives in  as obtained from Eq. 共13兲. The data are for
all paths at each intermediate  values considered for this
study. For the two applications, barrier and reaction enthalpy,
we have computed the alchemical potential terms according
to Eqs. 共10兲 and 共12兲. We find a correlation with a root-meansquare deviation of 0.29 eV for the barriers, and 0.26 eV
共fixed-geometry兲 and 0.44 eV 共relaxed-geometry兲 for the reaction enthalpies. The remaining deviation from the finite
difference results is most likely due to the pseudopotential
interpolation used to calculate ⌬NI / ⌬, which is not the
same as the analytical Z. Nonetheless, the pseudopotential

is designed to model an atom with atomic number Z so that
linear changes in the pseudopotential are a reasonable approximation to linear changes in Z.
D. Oxygen binding on a Pd nanoparticle

For the alchemical potential to be useful for rational
compound design it must be predictive for changes in the
property of interest between real materials. Consequently, the
potential must be sufficiently accurate in predicting changes
to the property, and ideally the property should depend linearly on NI. The numerical accuracy of the analytical alchemical potential has been demonstrated in the previous
sections. Here, we address the predictive quality for the binding of molecular oxygen to the hollow site in the center of
the 共111兲 face of a 79 atom Pd nanoparticle. The property can
be expressed in the form of Eq. 共11兲 as
Ebind = EPd79+O − EPd79 − 21 EO2 .

共17兲

As in the previous examples, we isolate the first nuclear term
of Eq. 共2兲 by relaxing all geometries 共兵FI其 = 0兲, and by performing exclusively isoelectronic changes 共Ne = 0兲. We
constrain all transitions to charge neutral paths by pairing the
addition of a proton to any nucleus with the removal of a
proton from a second nucleus in the system. Furthermore, we
restrict ourselves to geometrically stable particles with
D4h-symmetry.
Figure 7 shows the alchemical potential for the binding
energy of oxygen to the nanoparticle. The extreme values for
bind
n,I
are on the 共111兲 face where the O-atom binds; they fall
off with distance from the binding site. If the goal is to tune
bind
can be used to
the binding energy to a desired value, n,I
decide which atoms in the system to alchemically change
and in what direction. The best pure-metal for the oxygen
reduction reaction is Pt, which binds O more weakly than Pd.
To weaken the binding, Fig. 7 shows that the atoms directly
at the binding site should be made nobler by increasing NI.
Alternatively, the second-neighbors can be made less noble
by decreasing NI, which is consistent with the ligand effect
of near surface alloys.35–37
Figure 8 shows the correlation between the actual
change in calculated binding energy due to mutation, ⌬Ebind,
and the predicted change in binding energy, Ebind⌬ for
⌬ = 1, based on the sum over alchemical potentials in Eq.
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FIG. 8. Correlation of alchemically predicted changes, Ebind⌬ for ⌬
= 1, with actual changes to the binding energy, ⌬Ebind, of molecular oxygen
to a 79 atom Pd cluster 共initial兲 due to integer variations in atomic numbers
共final兲.

共9兲. Final structures A and B have 24, structures C–H have
48, and structures I–J have 72, nuclei alchemically changed
from the initial 79 atom Pd particle, respectively. All actual
changes have been obtained for geometrically relaxed complexes. The correlation between the prediction from the alchemical potential evaluated at the initial Pd particle and the
calculated change in O binding for the alchemically modified
final particles is very reasonable. Even for changes of up to
72 of the 79 atoms in the Pd particle, the alchemical potentials give a decent prediction for the change in the O binding
energy. We emphasize that the computational cost for obtaining the predicted changes in binding energy correspond to a
single evaluation of the binding energy for oxygen to the
initial 79 atom Pd cluster.
V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented numerical evidence that accurate analytical derivatives can be computed for chemical properties
that involve variations in geometry. While test systems show
some nonlinearity in the alchemical paths, the derivatives
can be predictive for integer changes in the number of protons as seen in the binding energy of oxygen to a Pd nanoparticle. Furthermore, once the property of interest has been
calculated for the initial compound, the corresponding alchemical derivative can be evaluated with negligible additional cost. Then, the effect of alchemical changes throughout the system can be estimated without doing additional
calculations for all the various possible final compounds.
This is a promising initial step toward the use of alchemical
derivatives for the gradient-based optimization of materials.
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